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Abstract
Noncommutative parameters and metric tensors for longitudinal spin po-
larization are presented in detail. Especially we redefine the noncommuta-
tive space-time parameter as a fourth rank tensor to include the exchange
of isospin indices which gives a factorization of isospin matrix and the basic
space-time structures. In the polarization case, a transformation process of
mass 4-vectors to maintain Lorentz invariance is given. We show that the
Lorentz symmetry breaking due to internal isospin velocity transformation is




Through the realization of the noncommutative nature in string theory [1,2], some fea-
tures arising in applications of the related eld theories to physical processes in principle
can be dynamically explained as stringy behaviour [3{6]. Since the expansion parameter,
the noncommutative parameter, in perturbative calculations is still a unknown value even
though it provides a dynamic explanation to processes, to set up strong and weak bounds of
the free parameter has been under investigations [5,8{10]. For weak bound, a denite value
of the free parameter has been shown up by restricting the noncommutative structure to a
longitudinal spin polarization case [11,12].
In the polarization case, the noncommutative parameter includes an isospin velocity as
a boost parameter and therefore provides another dynamic explanation to the origin of
the noncommutativity as a Lorentz transformation of spin polarization. Since the precise
determination of the free parameter as in string theory [13{16] is important to investigate
further behaviour of the polarized particle, in this paper we provide some detail structures
of the parameters in the polarization case. Basic properties of normalized metric tensor is
also given in connection to mass 4-vectors.
II. NONCOMMUTATIVE METRIC TENSORS
The basic idea of the Lorentz invariant noncommutative theory in [11] is in including
spin polarization to momentum. A result is to reduce the total number of free parameters in
theory so that it is possible to make a quantitative predictions such as denite value of the
noncommutative parameter,  , and the weak mixing angle, sin2 W , even in simple case
of isoscalar motion. We consider only the longitudinally polarized spin case by following
[11,12]. The third rank tensor momentum and the space-time mass point can be projected
to velocity space and space-time point, respectively, with its simplicity in working
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

























Two dierent cases of isospin velocity, , transformation, the single valued  = ^ and the












R PsRf() = m20 (3)
The additional term in second equation arise in non-commuting process of isospin matrix.
We recognize the function f() as a source of Lorentz symmetry breaking originated from
isospin matrix in the internal boost transformation. Therefore, to maintain same invari-
ance the mass 4-vectors should be dierently normalized in each cases: in the rst case,
m = m






We consider rst the matrix-independent transformation,  = ^. The normalized metric
tensor plays a role to distinguish the antisymmetric and the symmetric parts which come
from the corresponding noncommutative eld equations in [11].
1
gR = 













































absorb non-invariance terms in the transformations. The overall normalization factor 1=
p
2
is omitted in this case of projected momentum [11]. Direction of mass 4-vectors are chosen
in spherical polar coordinate system to describe the longitudinally polarized spin
s^ = ^ ; s^θ = ^ ; s^’ = ’^ (7)
The velocity  can be interchanged by spin variable in the case of longitudinal polarization
 = s0=s ; s = (s0; s) = γ(; ^) (8)
with γ = 1=
p
1− 2. It should be noted that the metric tensor  is written in rectangular
coordinate in position space whereas the mass 4-vectors are expressed in spherical polar
















































and for  ! 1,






























































































































































m m u with u = (u;us ),
follows boost transformation in [11]
u() = p(u
 +   us )





  us + pu (16)
with  = ^β + ^θ + ’^ϕ, and p = 1=
p
1− 2. The 4-velocities are given by [11]
u = γ(1;β) ; us

β













The transformed momentum is invariant under the matrix-independent -transformation.
u()u() = u
u (18)









(2 − 1); p = 1=
p
1− 32, the boost transformation becomes
u() = p(u
 + τ  us )
us () = u

s + (p − 1)ττ  us + pτu (19)
Using the useful relations,
3
(ττ  us )  (ττ  us) = −us  us
(τ  us )(τ  us) = us  us
(ττ  us )  τ + τ  (ττ  us ) = 2τ  us (20)
we can nd the additional -dependent term in spin polarization 4-vectors.




= [1 + (1 + 2=γ2)] + (−1− 2=γ2)f() (21)
The non-invariant eect due to isospin matrix is solely contained in the symmetry breaking
function
f() = 2[(p − 1)2 − (p)2] (22)
The -dependent function behaves as if the mass function in isoscalar wave equation in [12].
f() −! 0 ; for  ! 0 ;1
2
f() −! +1 ; for  !  1p
3
(23)
with the signs of function














Local minimum of the function can be found
f()min = −1
3






For given mass 4-vectors m = (m
0
;m), we nd
P R(τ )PR(τ ) = m
0

2A0 −mβ2Aβ − 2m0mβA0β −mθ2Aθ −mϕ2Aϕ (26)
with, for antisymmetric part,
A0− = (1 + 2=γ
2)− (γ2 + 2=γ2)f()
Aβ− = (1 + 2=γ
2) + (γ22 − 2=γ2)f()
Aθ− = (2 + 1=γ
2)− (1 + 1=γ2)f()
Aϕ− = Aθ−
A0β− = −γ2f() (27)
and, for symmetric part,
A0
+
= (5 + 2=γ2) + [3γ22 − (1 + 2=γ2)]f()
Aβ+ = (5 + 2=γ
2)− [3γ2 + (1 + 2=γ2)]f()
Aθ+ = (2 + 5=γ





Therefore, Lorentz invariance can be maintained by transforming the mass 4-vectors
P 

















































































)(1− f)[5 + 2
γ2
(1− f)] (31)





























































































We note that two mass 4-vectors are normalized dierently. Another property of the mass 4-
vectors is that the matrix dependent expressions exactly reproduce the matrix independent
expressions in the limit of  ! 0;1
2
,
m(; ) = m

() (34)
Since the new feature of dependence on isospin matrix is in local minimum of -dependent






, and at the external rest state,  = 0, simultaneously.



































and both for high energy limit and local minimum,














































The complex number may be removed by considering the constraint condition, the positive-
ness of square root. Hence a brief result is that the isospin matrix contributes to generate
asymmetric mass distribution related to spin polarization states. The corresponding metric
tensors can be easily obtained. For internal minimum state and external rest state, the
















































































































In the high energy limit and at the local minimum, the axial components of mass 4-vector
dominates , as natural. Since the noncommutative metric tensors are completely specied,
the corresponding noncommutative parameters can be easily obtained.
III. NONCOMMUTATIVE PARAMETERS
From the general expressions of projected momentum and space-time in (1), the basic







It is relatively straightforward to write down the detail structure of the parameters since all
basic ingredients are known. For space-time noncommutativity, the second rank tensor is
given by [11]
x = (x;xs ) ; x




Since we are working on 4-dimensional Minkowski space-time in which principle of special
relativity holds, the isovector space-time xs must not alter the basic metric of special rel-
ativity. In other words, the isoposition vector has to be independent on x. One possible
interpretation is that the isoposition is conned in point mass with a relation to spin. In
[11], it was shown that the velocity 4-vector of the -component of the isopostion 4-vectors
becomes the longitudinal spin polarization 4-vector with a starting assumption of the isopo-
sition vector as a wave-related vector of wave-particle duality in low energy scale. In this
way the isoposition vector may be taken as a physically measurable identity in connection to
wave-particle duality. However no quantitative predictions to the isoposition are given in the
conned noncommutative theory. A diculty arises in connection the isoposition vectors,
xs , to the isovelocity vectors, u

s , especially in  and ’ components, by dierentiation as
in ordinary position 4-vector and momentum 4-vector. Until nding a way, we follow the




= (Es=c;psβ) ; Es = h!s ; psβ = hksβ ; ps

θ
= (0; hksθ) ; ps

ϕ
= (0; hksϕ) (41)
The zeros in  and ’ components reflect the case of longitudinal spin polarization in [11]. We
would like to use the relation mc = h and to set m = m0 as a connection spin polarization
and particle momentum. It is worthwhile to remind that we are working at spin coordinate
(s^; s^θ; s^ϕ) = (^; ^; ’^) with the longitudinal polarization, s^ = ^.
Using the internal boost, the  = τ -transformation in (19), the normalized noncommu-















Since the bare parameters becomes normalized one by the normalized noncommutative met-
ric tensors, we just need to consider only the bare parameters in calculation process. It
greatly reduces our eorts. During the investigation of the bare parameters, we realized
that the denitions (39) does not separate the isospin matrix to position and momentum
vectors and therefore generates messy result. A reason comes from the typical denition does
not include isospin eect since it does not need to do so in the pure geometric consideration
on space-time structure. In this conned noncommutative structure, the noncommutativity
is restricted in point mass with a relation to spin polarization. Since the isospin velocity
transformation connects the ordinary space-time and the spin nature, we should include the
isospin changes in the denitions as in noncommutative eld tensor, F  which contains




 , and B

 as components [11]. Therefore, we
would like to redene the bare parameters by considering the exchange of isospin indices
; .
i  12f [x(); x()] [x(); x()] g (43)
In this work, we consider only symmetric case with deleting subscripts for simplicity. In the



































From the extended denitions, we can write the each components by using isospin velocity
transformations in (19).
 = [x(); x()] = τ  [ 2
p
22xs  xs ]
~G = x











fxs () xs ()− xs () xs ()g = τ [ −(p − 1)2xs  xs ] (45)
The two new operators,  and  , come from spin operations
(AB)1  i^(A2B3 + A3B2) −! σ σ = 0
(AB)1  i^(A1B1) −! σσσ = σ (46)
Normalized parameters can be found from corresponding normalized metric tensors, for
isoscalar case  =  = 0,
R = τ  [ 2p22xs R  xs R ] (47)
with








We recognize that the noncommutative parameters reduce to zero in the limit,  ! 0,
8
() −! 0 (49)
As a specic example, at the interesting point, the external rest  = 0, and internal local
minimum  = 1
3
√
















































































































The each components of the normalized noncommutative space-time parameter are given in
the isoscalar part.









0 0 ϕxsβxsθ −θxsβxsϕ









The three isovector parts of normalized noncommutative parameter can be calculated from
the known normalized metric tensors
~
RjE;B;G = gRgR ~jE;B;G (52)




x = x m
m  x
m m (53)
One particular representation,  = 0 and  = 1
3
√

























































where x = (ct; r) is the usual 4-dimensional Minkowski position 4-vector. The vector part
of mass 4-vector m = (m0;m) is specied in spin polarization coordinates. The overall
magnitude of the noncommutative parameter in the isoscalar case within momentum view
could be evaluated in weak scale
R = (p
p
2)2 = (184 GeV )−2 (55)
for given  = (168 GeV )−1, which comes from an average value of intermediate vector
bosons in electroweak scale by virtue of isoscalar wave equation of a noncommutative eld




5=3. We note that the three isovector noncommutative parameters have dierent
magnitude compared with isoscalar component.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
For longitudinal spin polarization, complete structures of normalized noncommutative
metric tensors and noncommutative parameters which include three isovector components,
~
E;B;G, are provided with mass 4-vectors which are essential to maintain Lorentz invariance.
Especially, it is interesting to note that the Lorentz symmetry breaking function, f(),
exhibits similar behaviour, the local minimum, as in Higgs potential.
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